Statement of the WUCWO Europe Conference.

ENRICHED by a growth of knowledge and understanding from this multi-faceted theme RESPECT,

We – the women of Europe - resolve to:-

Renew with increased fervour our shared responsibility and duty to EVANGELISE.

Be more pro-active in ECUMENISM and INTERFAITH relations.

Uphold the SANCTITY OF LIFE with kindness and sensitivity, in giving caring support for lone pregnant women and girls.

Continue to work, contrary to the prevailing influences in society today, for strong MORAL GUIDANCE and teaching, for chastity, SELF RESPECT and RESPECT for others.

Be SENSITIVE and COMPASSIONATE to those wounded in mind and body.

WELCOME - the healing, of past divisions, now developing through the Catholic Ordinariate of Walsingham.

Move beyond and work outside the safe areas of our organisations and communities, with

RESPECT FOR ALL.